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From GVD, Local Duality, asymptotic U(4) symmetry and the assumption that the %l, 3.7 GeV states are bound 
charmed quarks, we predict their rel?h/r ratios. Their small hadronic widths are attributed to the low intercept of the 
‘pc- trajectory. Equation o(e+e--t hadrons)/u(e+e- + I~+M-) = 4.1 f 0.3, should be established for i/s ,> 7 GeV. 

The discovery of two narrow resonances in recent experiments [l-4] was not entirely unexpected [5,6] . An 
attractive interpretation [7,8] is that they are vector mesons formed from bound charmed @ark pairs. In the 
Generalized Vector Dominance (GVD) approach we expect a series [6] of such states which are radial excitations 
of the lowest orthocharmonium state and denoted by qcn. Their masses are given by [6,9] 

2 - 2 
Qcn - mqc(l + c,n), (1) 

(n = 0, 1,2, . ..). 
The two discovered resonances at 3.1 and 3.7 GeV are probably the first two in the series, and are accordingly 
called pc, qel. They are very narrow because the would-be allowed decay modes into a pair of charmed mesons are 
energetically forbidden [5], due to the large mass of the lowest charmed states (“2 GeV say). Starting from the 
third resonance, pc2, we expect their widths to become appreciable and increase linearly with the masses. 

The purpose of this note is to present the expected properties of these mesons in a GVD framework [6,9] . 
Consequences from the current propagator: At energies much above the threshold for charmed particle produc- 

tion, we expect an asymptotic U(4) symmetry for the hadronic contribution to the absorptive part of the current 
propagator *I. This means [6,9] 

R@(s) = 03 c 
3s hadrons 

(0 tj; Ih)(hlj; 10) ?jc4)(ph - q) ;+ C6+, (2) 

whereo,@=O, l,... , 15 and C is a constant. From this [6,9] 

(2R)3 c s’4’(ph - 
3s hadrons 

2 

ax 
(3) 

Here j; is the charm current and a,, = 2 defines the spacing of the p-like mesons [ 10,9] . The new Local Duality 
(LD) demands that the r.h.s of (3) should average the 1.h.s. even at low energies where the resonance structure is 
conspicuous. Assuming that LD is applicable to the extreme case of averaging around just one resonance, we find 

]6,81 

WC +e+e-)W, +h) & 

r 
Qc 

= 3.98 * 0.42 keV (44 

*’ Actually we may have to include in (2) allintermediate states of the form “hadTons” and “7 + hadrons”. 
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r(~.l-~e+e-)r(~c,-'h) 8a2(ac] {4____E~] m2 ~__S_ c 
1 - 2-7 ~-~p] \ f 2  ] m~c I = 3.34 + o.3s keV. (4b) 

Here we used a c = 0.42, which is obtained from (1) and the assumption that the 3.1, 3.7 GeV resonances are just 
the first two in the series. The results are sensitive to a c. The experimental results are respectively [11,12] 
5.1 -+ 0.4 keV and 2.4 -+ 0.2 keV. The agreement with (4) is satisfactory. In fact, it becomes excellent when we 
compare the sum of  (4a) plus (4b) with data [ 11 ].  This is encouraging since it indicates that LD works better 
when we average around two resonances at a time. Our success implies also that there is no other narrow reso- 
nance in between, or below 3.1 GeV. I f  another resonance at "" 3.4 GeV existed then a c = 0.21 and our predictions 
(4) would have been destroyed. 

Higher ~c'S should have appreciable (hadronic) widths. Proceeding as before we fred for n i> 2 

I ' ( ~ c n - ~ e + e - )  ' 8 a 2 { a c ~  4-2r m2c (4c) 
27 \ a. I f~ m~c n" 

The ~c2 is expected from ( l )  at m~c 2 ~ 4.2 GeV. This is in agreement with recent data which indicate a resonance 
at [12] 4.1 GeV. We predict F(~oc2 ~ e+e - )  = 2.9 + 0.3 keV, which should soon be checked at SPEAR. 

For energies much above the threshold for charmed particle production we have [6, 8] 

o(e+e - ~ h a d r o n s )  37r47r 1 -~)=4.1 + 
. . . .  - - ~ ( 1  +-~+ _0 .3  (s) 
° (e+e-  ~ ~t+/a-) at) f o  

while in the whole region x/s >~ 2 GeV we find [6] 

o o  

o(e+e - ~ hadron____ s) _ 4____~ 4___n + 8 ac 47r m2 ~ r(~cn ~ h) s (6) 

o(e+e -_+t t+/a-)  a o f2  -3a-pp f-~ ~c n=O - m  2 2 2 2 " (s ~cn) + m¢cnP~c n me t  n 

+, 

i i i i i 

S.p6AR.~at "m.~ c = 3.50~ G6 V 

~¢.. = 0 . 4 2  

CeA ls  rot, c a  = 0.4~ ~ # V  

I 

V'~ CG,,v) 

Fig. 1. a (e+e  - ~ h a d r o n s ) / o ( e + e  - ~ / ~ + / ~ - )  as a function o f  x/~ from GVD and U(4) asymptotic symmetry. 
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Fig. 2. Quark diagram contributing to process ~c '* (only hadrons). 

Using the experimental results for the first two resonances [1 -4 ]  and assuming a linear dependence of  the width 
on the mass for the higher vector mesons [6], we obtain the curve shown in fig. 1. It corresponds to I'¢c 2 
= 0.13 GeV. Also shown are the experimental data [12,13].  We see again that the experimental peak at 4.1 GeV 
is somewhat shifted in our calculations. Notice also that the asymptotic value of the ratio (6) will be achieved for 

7 c e v .  
Why the new resonances are so narrow? We argue that the small values of  F(~o c -~ only hadrons), P(¢cl -* only 

hadrons) can be explained on the basis of  Zweig's rule and analogy to F(¢ -* 31r). Since the masses of  these mesons 
are probably lower than the two charmed particle threshold [5, 7] ,  the diagram shown in fig. 2 should be a reason- 
able approximation to process ~c -~ (only hadrons). The wavy lines appearing as initial and final-state interactions 
in fig. 2, describe the initial binding o f  the quarks in the ~0e-state. They subsequently annihilate to produce ha- 
drons. We find 

A c gc 4 
P(~c -+ only hadrons) = ~ - -  Xm F~J:l(c~ -* cg) s =m~ c. (7) 

rn~ c rn~ c 

F~cl (c~  ~ CE)s_-m 2 gives the contribution of  the ~Oc-trajectory to process c~ -~ c~, at s = m2 c and s-channel angu- 
lar momentum J = ~c. From ordinaly duality we have on the average .2 

Im F~cl(cU ~ cC-)s-rn~c ~ (m2c)~C(0)-1.  (8) 

Here o.~0c(0 ) is the intercept of the ~Oc-trajectory. From (1) and the Veneziano-like assumption that all cE trajec- 
tories are parallel to each other we deduce 

aCe(0) = 1 - 1/a c = -1 .4 .  (9) 

Then (7 ) - (9 )  give 

r ( ¢  c -~ only hadrons) ~ g4 (m~c)%C(0) - 3/2 (10) 

Treating in analogy ~o -* 3n, we find 

F(¢ -+ 3rr) ~ ,,4 [~.2ha~o(0)- 3/2 (11) 

where the intercept of  the ~-trajectory is given by [6] 

ot~o(O ) = 0.375. (12) 

Using (9 ) - (12)  we obtain .3 

(m2c) %c(0) -  3/2 [gc'i (gc 14 
F(¢c-~on lyhadrons ) ' - .  (m2) °~(0)-3/2 P(~o~3rr )~gxl4"- l . \~-~x/  keV. (13) 

Eq. (13) depends crucially on (9). Similar results hold also for ~0cl. We conclude that the small widths F~c, P~oel 
may be understood on the basis of  a low ~Oc-trajectory and the assumption that the effective binding of  the cE sys- 

,2  The - 1  in the exponent comes from the s-channel partial wave expansion of the Regge representation of the amplitude. 
, s  This remains unchanged when we use a~(0) = 0. 
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tem is somewhat bigger than the binding of the X~, one; i.e., gc >~ gx" The later assumption seems intuitive. Indeed 
ff c is heavier [5] than X and the binding potential is similar in both cases and singular at the origin, we expect 
that c-~ are closer to each other than X-X. Consequently c-~ should feel stronger forces [7] ,4 

Photoproduction of~o c. The existing data on photoabsorption and deep inelastic electroproduction indicate 
that the Pomeron-~c coupling is negligible. In more physical terms this means that we are still below the continu- 
um for charmed particle production. Indeed for x/s <~ 7 GeV the diffractive cross sections obey [6, eqs. (28), (54)] 

°D(~oP)/°D(PP) = m2 /mEm ~o, °D(~cP)/°D(PP) < m2 /m2 c. (14a, b) 

From (14b) and for E 7 <~ 25 GeV (i.e. x/s ~ 7  GeV) we obtain [6, 14] 

d°(TP-'~°cP)[ ot /41r\ac 2 
= t ~2f)~-p OD(~cp) .~ (0.06 ± 0.02) .b  GeV-2 (15) 

dt ]t=O 18n 

, 1 do(Tp ~ ~ocp) ] 
I < (0.005 - 0.025)/ab (16) 

o( 'rp   cp) = t t = 0 

where a ~lope B = (3 - 8) GeV -2 is used. 
On the contrary for E~ >> 25 GeV we expect the Pomeron -9c  coupling to become important. As a first guess 

let us assume here the twisted loop model [15] which demands (14a) and *s 

OD(~0cp)/OD(pp) = mo/m~c . 2  2 (14c) 

The pre diction (14a) of this model is correct [ 15,6]. So (14c) might also be reasonable. Using (14c) we find that 
the inequalities (15), (16) become equalities for E~ >> 25 Ge V. 

We conclude therefore that the cross section for diffractive photoproduction of ~0c'S is probably very small, 
even at very high energies. Consequently the 9c" contribution to the total photoabsorption cross section remains 
always negligible [6, 14]. 

Deep inelastic electroproduction: In our GVD approach we can only calculate the Pomeron and f-A 2-exchange 
contributions to the deep inelastic structure functions [6]. The predictions obtained are only valid in the small x- 
region; (x <~ 0.2 say). 

Below the charmed particle threshold, scaling should be apparent for q2 >> m 2 = 0.6 GeV 2. We have [6] 

F2p(X ) = (1 - x)(0.237) + x / ~  - x) (0.284), F2p(X ) - F2n(X ) = ~ - x)(0.095). (17a, b) 

Above the charmed particle threshold we will have scaling violations. Scaling will be established again for [6] 

q2 >> m2 c = 9.6 GeV 2. (18) 

The predictions at very high energies (say v ~" 30 GeV; x / s -  W >> 7 GeV) and in the new scaling region (18) are [6] 

F2p(X ) = (1 - x)(0.237)(1 + ~ )  + ~ ( 0 . 2 8 4 ) ,  F2p(X ) - F2n(X ) = ~ ( 0 . 0 9 5 ) :  (19a, b) 

In deriving (19) we assumed again (14c). We see from (19), (17) that the ~0e's will cause an increase of the 
Pomeron contribution to F2p(X) by 67%. Because of exchange degeneracy, the ~0c'S will not affect the difference 
of the structure functions for protons and neutrons in the small x-region. 

We conclude that contrary to the photoabsorption situation, the contribution of ~oc's to deep inelastic scatter- 
ing at very high energies will probably be very important. 

The basic ingredients in the above derivations were GVD, LD, asymptotic U(4) symmetry for the current prop- 
agator, and the assumption that the two narrow resonances are the first of a series of ~0c'S. The conclusions are: 

, 4  This is the case for the posittonium and muonium bound states. 
*s In the notation of ref. [6] this means ffp = flP~o = /3p~ .  
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1) The ratios Pel~h/F are correctly predicted for these resonances. This result depends crucially on the assump- 
tion that  there is no other narrow resonance in between. 

2) The asymptot ic  value a(e+e - ~ hadrons)/o(e+e - -~/a+/a - )  = 4.1 -+ 0.3 should be practically established for 

V~ ~ 7 GeV. 
3) The hadronic widths o f  ~0 c and ~Ocl are suppressed because they lie below the charmed particle threshold 

and the ~0 c-  t rajectory is very low. 
4) The third ~0 c is expected at 4.2 GeV in consistence with experiment.  Its decay rate to e+e - is predicted. 
5) For  x/s ~ 7 GeV, the Pomeron - ~o c coupling is negligible. Consequently the ~Oc'S do no t  give any contribu- 

t ion to the photoabsorpt ion and small x deep inelastic electroproduct ion cross sections. 
6) For  x/s  = W >> 7 GeV we expect  that  the ~0c's will cause ~-67% increase to the Pomeron part of  the deep in- 

elastic structure functions. F2p(X ) - F2n(X ) will remain unchanged. The cross section for ~0 c diffractive photopro-  
duction will still be very small. 

One o f  us (G.J.G) would like to thank L. Resvanis for informative discussions. 
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